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Phase equilibrium was established in a Ln. MD-0 (Ln = Er and Tm) system at 1100 t: with the

o3cy. gen partial pressure ranging from -log (FOE/atin) = O to 12.00, and phase diagrams for the

corresponding Ln20a~MDO'MnO2 system at 1,100t: were constructed. Stable Ergo3, MnO, If0304,

and ErMnOa phases were found in the Er, MD. O system, and stable Tm203, MnO, Muso4, and

TmMn03 phases werefound in. the Tin. MD. O system.

LnMnz05, Ln2Mn20i, Ln2Mn04, ^In203, andMn02were notfoundin either system.

Nonstoichiometric ranges were found in both LnMnOs phases, with the composition of LnMn03

represented as functions of log (P02/atin), NONE, M. o3= 2.68X 10~' 00g Fog)-0,008 and Non. Ithn"o3

= 2.53 X 10~Blog (FD2)-0,005

The activities of the components in a solid solution were calculated from the both equations.

The latticeconetants of ETlvln. 03 andTmMn03 quenched in air were determined.

The standard Gibbs energy changes of the reaction, 1/2 Ln203 + Mn0 + 1/4 02 = InMnOa,

appearing in the phase diagrams were also calculated. The relationship between the tolerance factors

(t) ofErMnOa, Tm^In03 and AGO values of the reaction, 1/2 Ln203+ MD0 + 1/4 02 =LnMnOa, was

shown graphicaUy, together with other previousL, in^In03 values. The two present AGO values were

well. fitted to the general equation for hexagonal LnMnOa, AGO (hexa) = -6,426X102t + 5,406X

102, whichwas previously obtained.

J

Key words: Phase equilibrium; Thermogravimetry; Erbium. manganese oxide; Thulium manganese
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1.1NTRODUCTION

A number of reports have dealt with the magnetic, electronic, and crystallogyaphic

properties ofLaMnOa(1.2), The magnetic order, moments, and ordering tempera.
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tures ofLai-tMiiOs+a depend strongly on the non. stoichiometry (3), and a series on

the defectch. emistry ofLaMn03t6 was reported by Van RODSmalen at a1. (4). Although

similar physical properties would be expected in other perovskit. structured

lanthanoid. manganese. oxides, only a few phase diagram studies that could precisely

reveal the non. stoichiom. etry ofLnMi}03 have been performed (5.6).

Recently, the phase equilibrium has been established in Ln. MD. O systems at 1100^:

(Ln = La (7), Nd (8), Gd (9), Sin (10), Yb and Dy (11), Ho and Tb (12), EU and Y (13),

and Pr and Lu (14) ). According to these studies, there are two types of phase

diagrams depending on the number of stable ternary compounds in the Ln. MD. O

system, one being the single ternary compound Ln. MD03 and the other two ternary

compounds, LnMnOs and LnMn205. But on account of the stability of PreOiiunder the

present e, ,perlmental conditions in the Pr. O system, the pattern of the Pr. Mn. O

system (14) is different from the latter type with two ternary compounds.

The objecti\, es of the present study are to: (1) establish detailed phase diagrams of

the Er. Min. O and Tm. Mn. O systems at 1100^:: as a function of the o, ^, gen partial

pressure, (2) know to which types of the phase diagram these established systems

belong, (3) determine the thermochemicalproperties based on the phase equilibrium at

1100^::, and (4) plot AGOvalues of the common reaction, 1/2 Ln203 + Mn0 + 1/4 02 =

LnMn03, for both systems on the previousline of AGO vs. tolerance factor.

.

2. ExpERILmNTAL

Analytical grade Er20s(99.9%), Tm203 (99.9%), and MD0 (99.9%) were used as

starting. materials.

The ^!1110 was dried by heating it in air at 110*:::, and both of the other oxides were

calcined at 1100t:. Mixtures with the desired ratio ofLn20sto MDO were prepared by

mixing thoroughly in an agate mortar and performing repeated calcination during the

intermediate mixing. This was followed by the same procedures described previously

(15). The thermogravimetric method was used in the present e, ,permanent; the DrygerL
partial pressure was adjusted bypassing a gas or mixed gases through the furnace.

The desired oxygen partial pressures were obtained Ixsing gas mixtures of CO2 and 112

and of CO2 and 02, and the single'component gases 02and CO2. The apparatus and

procedures for con. trolling the o3cygen partial pressure and maintaining a constant

temperature, the method of thermogravimetry, and the criterion fi, rthe estabhshment
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of equilibrium were the same as described in the previous paper (15). The method for

establishing equilibrium can be described briefly as follows. To ensure equilibrium,

the equilibrium weight of each sample at a particular Drygen partial pressure was

determined from both sides of the reaction;that is, as the oxygen partial pressure was

increasing from a lower valve and as it was decreasing from a higher value. The

balance, furnace, and gas mixer are schematically shown in (16). The furnace was

installed vertically, and a multite tube wound with Pt 60%. Rh 40% alloy wire served

as its heating element. unced gases, which ensure the desired o, cy'gen partial

pressures, passed from the bottom of the furnace to the top. The actual o7cy. gen partial

pressures of the gas phase were measured by means of a solid electrolytic cell

composed of(Zr02)o. 85(CaO)o. 15 (17).

The ide, }tifi. cation of phases and the determination of lattice constants were

performed using a Rint 2500 Rigaku X. ray difh:. actometer, with Ni. filtered CUI<o

radiation. An external standard silicon wasttsed to cabbrate 2 0 ,

3. RESULTSANDDISCUSSTONS

3.1. Phaseequilibrium

3.1. I. MD. OSystem

Four oxides, MDO, Muso4, Mn20s, and MnO2, have been noted in the MD'O system.

This system was reinvestigated under the present e, ,pertinental conditions and has

been reported in the La20a. MnO. MnO2 system (7). The o, cygen partial pressure in

equilibrium with MnO and Mn304 was found to be log (Poofatm) = -5.40, =0.05 and

MD. 304was stoichiometric overth. e range of -log (Poofatm) = O to 5.40. MnO, however,

is slightly Donstoichiometric, being o7cy. gen. rich with a OILln molar ratio of 1,019 at log

(Poofatm) = -5.40. An equation, Non^him0 = 9.83X 10~4 Cog FD^2 + 1,914X 10~2 qog

P02) + 0,0933, was obtained for the MDO solid solution over the o, cy'gen partial

pressure range from -10.00 to 75.40 using the least squares method. Here, we

supposed that the MDO solid solution consisted of two components, oxygen and MILO.

Therefore, No and Nunorepresent the mole fractions of o, cyge, J and MD. O in the solid

Borntion, respectively.

The oxides MnO and Mn804 were confirmed to be stable, whereas the higher oxides

MrizOs and MnO2 were not stable. This l,. as also been reported by van Roosmalen et al.

in the investigation of the pseudobinary La20a'Mn20a phase diagram .in the

atmosphere of air (Fig, 6 in Ref. 18). They showed that below about 1150K, Mn20sis
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stable, but at about 1150~1450K, t. MD304is stable.

3'1'2. Er203'MDO'MnO2system.

Four samples with Er20sMnO molar ratios of 0,510.5, 0,410.6, 0.25/0.75, and

0,1510.85 were prepared for thermogravimetric analysis. The relationships between the

o>cy'gen partial pressure, (-log (Poofatm)), on the ordinate and the ratio of weight

changes, (WoofWT), on the abscissa are shown for thtee representative samples of

0.15/0.85, and 0.410.6 in Figs. I. (a) and (b). Here, W02 is the weight increase of the

samples from the reference weightatlog(Poofatm) = ~12.00, at whichEr203and MnO

are stable, and WT is the total weight gain from the ref^tence state to the weight at I

atin 02, at which Er20aan. d ErMnOs or ErMnOa and MDa04 are stable, depending on

the total composition of the samples. As can be seen in the figures, the weight

gradually changes with o>cy. gen partial pressure due to the presence of solid solutions.

Weight breaks are found at -log (Poofatm) = 7.95 and 5.40. The value log (Poofatm) =

-5.40, correspondsto the value at

which MnO and Mn304 are mequilib.

rium. Table Ishowsthe results of

phase identification tilthe Er'MD'O

system, Samples of around 500 ing

were prepared for the identification

of phases using the quenching method.

Fourphases, Er203, MinO, Muso4, and

ErMnOswerefound to be stable.

ErMDZ06, Er2Mn207, ErMn204, Mn203

and MnO2 were riotstable.

Based on the results of thermogravi.

metric analysis and phase id. entifica.

tion, a phase diagram was constructed

forthe Er20s. MILO. MnO2system* even

thoughM002WaS riotstable Under

these conditions, as shown in Fig. 2.

The numerical values shownforthree

of the solid fields in Fig. 2 were the

~log (P02/atin) values atequilibriurn,
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Table I.

Sample
Ergoa

0.5

11nO

Identification of Phases

-logooJatm)

0.5

0.25

'flinch

10.00

0.75

9.00

7.50

23

6.00

24

0.15

Ergos + Mno

0.68

24

Phase

10.00

Ergos + MDO

24

9.00

0.85

Brio3 + EELLiog

91

7.50

Brios + ERMnOa

23

6.00

Brios + BrimOa

24

as indicated. As snowit in Fig. 2,

there are two three. phase regions, R

,+ A1 + DIB. rid Az + P2 + M, in which

the oxygen partial pressures atequi.

librium are 7.95 and 5.40 in -log

(F'o2/8. tm), respectively. It is impor'
tantto note that there are five two.

phase regions, Er20s'MDO, Er20s'

ETMn03, MDO'ErMnOa, MILO'Mn304,

andMn304. ErMn03. ETMnOaexhib~

its non. stoichiom. etric compositions

tilthe range of log FD2 = -7.95 (PI)

to O (Pa), as shown in Fig. 2. A pero.

vskite. structured LaMnOa+a sohd

solution was reportedIy to able to

form with excess La as well as with

excess Mn by van Roosmalen. at

a1. (18). The same phenomenon does

not appear in this three. component

system. The relationship between the

oxygen partial pressure and the ratio

5.00

EROS + kiriO

24

0.68

Ting03

Ergo3 + 11nO

24

10.00

24

ET^boa + Iho

0.50

9.00

ETLfuOa + MnO

91

MnO

ETMnoa + Muso4

23

7.50

0.60

BrimOa + IhaO,

24

6.00

Brios + rimo

5.00

24

0.20

Brio3 + MDo

0.68

24

ETLhOs + MinO

24

0.80

11.00

ETLfuOa + IhO

91

9.00

ETLhOa + LbsOe

7.50

Er}ino3 + ling04

7

068

0.10

16

11.00

The03 + ithO

23

9.00

TnnO, + MnO

45

0.90

Non\IE, Minosis represented by

the equation NONE, ^o8=2,675X

10~' 00g P02)-0,008. Here, No and 1.1E, unoa show the mole fraction of o1cy'gen and

ErMnOsin the ^:TMn. 03 solid solution, respectively.

Table 2 lists the compositions, symbols, oxygen partial pressures in equilibrium, and

activities of the components in solid solution applying the same symbols used in Fig. 2,

The standard state of the solid solutions was arbitrarily set as log ai= 0.

Lattice constants. of the ErMnOs with the hexagonal system are listed in Table 3. A

sample havingEr20slMnO ratio of 0.25/0.75 was quenched in air. The phase coexisting
with 131rMn. Oats indicated in the last column of Table 3. Present values show a sinaU

difference from previous values (19).

7.50

TinzOa + I^. MDOa

?

6.50

TnnOa + TinIthOa

16

5.00

TingOa + 11nO

23

0.68

TingOa + Milo

23

1.00

TmMnO, + kiriO

24

9.00

TmIfuOa + MDO

45

7.50

IimMnOa + MDaO,

7

6.50

rimviioa + Muso,

16

Tm, 03 + IthO

23

Tm, 03 + rimO

23

TmMnOa + AimO
rinkfuOa + IfuO

,

3.1'3, Tm20a. MnO'MnO2system.
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Six samples with Tm20slMnO molar ratios of 0.610.4, 0,510,5, 0,310.7, 0,2510.75,
Table 2. Compositions, Symbots, Stability Ranges in Orygen Partial Pressure, 0.210.8 and 0,110.9 were
and Activities orcomponents tosolidSolutions.

Component

MDO

Compositions

MnOi. o0

ETLfu03

MinOi. "
kimoi. o0
him01.02

Symbols

TinhfuOa

BrimOzs7
BrimOz. "

A

Er}"loam

-log (Poofatm)

A1

TruthOz. "

A2

10.00~12.00

TallnOe. 93

As

ImjinOs. Do

PI

7.95

P2

7.80

Pa

log an

5.40

P4

o

Ps

7.95

-1.03X 10.3

P6

5.40

.1.00X 10.3

0.00

.1.37X 10.2

7.55

o

prepared for thermogravi.

metrican. alysis. Fig. I

showsthe relationships

betweenthe oxygenpar.

tialpressure, ~log (Poof

atin), on the ordinate and

the weightchange, Woof

WT, on the abscissa for

two representative sa. in.

PIes, 0.510.5 (Fig. I(c)) and

O. 110.9 (Fig. I(d)). Here,

W02 is the Weight in'

crease of the samples

from the reforence weight

at log(Poofatm. ) = -12.00,

at which Tm20s and MnO

are stable, and WTisthe

total weight gain from the

reference state to the

Weight at I atin 02, at

which both Tm20a and

5.40

0.25

0.00

Dr20a(R)

0,074

o

0,091

0,054

7.95

R+An+PI

1100t::

A1

As

TmMnOs. andTmMn03

Fig. 2. Phase equilibriumin the Brioa IthO. MnO2 systemat 1100C. Numerical and MDa04 are stable, de'
values indicated in the time'sondphase regions are the orygenpartialpressune in pending on the total coin.

~Ing codatm) mequilibtium with th, co Bond phases which are shown in the
position of the samples.regions. Abbreviations are the game as those in Table 2

Weight breaks are found at

-log (Podatm) = 7.80 and 5.40. These values correspond to the o, cy'gen'partial
pressure at which the three. solid phases, Tm20a(R) + TmMnOs(FD + MnO (A2) and

TmMn. 03(F'5) + MDO (A3) + Muso4(^^D are in equilibrium, respectively. The amal
pressure log P02 = -5.40 corresponds to the equilibrium between MD. O and Mn804, as
described above.

The results of phase identification of the Tin. MD. O system are shown in Table I,

who(A)

5.40

Aa+P2+M

P,

P2

Pa
ETMnOaQ)

MnaO, ^D MnO2
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along with those of the

Er203:MnO'MnO2sys'

tern. FOILr phases,

Tm203, MILO, Mn304,

andTmMnOs, were

found to be stable,

WhereaSTmMn205,

Tm2M0207, TmMn204,

MnzOa andMn02were riotstable in the present

experimental setup.

Based on the above thermogravimetricresults

And phase identifications, a phase diagram

wasconstructed forthe Tm20s'M, JO'MnO2

Bystep^, even though MnO2is not stable

under the e, ,perm^entalconditions, and

this is shown in Fig. 3. The numerical

Sample

Table 3, LatticeconetantsofQuenched ErMnOa andTmMnOa

Et203LfuO
0.25 0.75

Ref 19

~logPoa
(atin)

Tm20sMnO

0.2 0.8
Ref. 20

0.68

a

(A)

6126(4)

values shown filthe three. phase

regions of Fig. 3 are the

~log (Poofatm) values fi>!Ina

forthe three solid phases, as

0.68

61166

C

(A)

11.372(2)

6.082(4)
6.016

11,435

V
CAB)

MILO(A) MnO2Lima040iD
described above. Abbrevia.

Fig. 3, Phase equilibrium in the TnnOa'him 0.1f002 system at 1100C. Numericaltion. s are the same as those in
valueB indicated in the three'cotta phase re, ions are the OWEen partial pressure in

Table 2. It is importantto -!rig (Poofaim) mequilibrium with threesDIM phases whichareahowninthe

regiona. Abbreviations are the name us those in Table 2note that there are five two'

phase regions. TmMn03 has a small non. stoichiometric composition in the range of log

(F'o21atm) = -7.80 to O. Although it is a short range for a solid solution, the relation

NONTin^boa vs. the oxygen partial pressure log (Poofatm) for the Tin^In08 solid

solution was calculated from the present phase diagram, The following equation was

obtained:* Non'ITimM"o3 = 2,530X 10~' Cog FD2)-0,005.

The lattice constants of the hexagonal TmMn. 03 are listed in Table 3, together with

the values ofErMn. 03. A sample with Tm2031Mn. O ratios of 0,210.8 was quenched in air,

-log (Poofatm) = 0.68. Phases coexisting with TmMnOs are shown in the last column

in Table 3. A large difference was found between our lattice constants of TmMn03 and

previously cited values (20).

11,385(6)

369.6(6)

11,376

Coexisted
Phaee

364.8(3)

Mn304

Tm20sGO

Mn804

UDOt:

7.80

R+Ae+"

Aa

As

5.40

As+P6+M

P,

P,

Pe

I'mMDOa(P)

\
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3.2. The Standard Gibbs Energy Change of aReaction

Based OILthe established phase diagrams, the standard Gibbs energy changes of the

reactions corresponding to the phase diagramswere determined from the equation,

A. G' = -RTInK, where Ris the gas constant, T the absolute temperature, andKth. e

equilibrium constant of the reaction. The results obtained are listed in Table 4. The
standard state of the activities of the components in the solid solutions can be

arbitrarily chosen for each solid solution as indicated by log ai = O in Table 2. The

-log (Poofatm) values and AGO columns shown in parentheses in Table 4 are

calculated from quoted AGO and log (P02/atin) values, respectively.
Table 4. The standard Gibbs^neta, Changes rifthe Reaction at 1100CThe standard Gibbs

energy change for

reaction (1) is -72.1

^0.3 kJ/ino1. Assum.

that the MDOIng

activity of the coinpo.

sition (As) is unified,

-75.0^0.3 kJ/ino1is

obtained, as shownin

the second line of

Reaction

(1) ShinO + V2 '02

Table 4. This difference between the values is due to the small solid solution range,

And this value is very similar to the results obtained by Habu et a1, (21). But their

other two values are larger by about 10~20 kJmol~Ithan the present values. The

results for reactions (2) and (3) are in good agreement with those obtained by Atsumi

at a1. (24), even though the experimental methodswere different.

Q) 1/2Er20a + Mn0 +11402

(3) 1/2Tm20s + Mn0 + 1140z

Ref21: b Ref22 :" Ref. 23: a Ref24:
The values in parentheses&re calculated from the quoted AGOor the Drygen partial
pressures

Muso4

3.3. Relationshipbetweentolerance factorand AG,

LnMn03, is common to alloftheThereaction 1/2 Ln20s+Mn0 + 1/4 02

Ln. MD. O systems studied so ^. r. The relationship between the AGO values of this

reaction and the tolerance factor (t) of perovskite structures with 12. coordinated

lanthanoid atoms is shown in Fig. '4. Previously reported values (7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12) of

AGO are also shown in Fig. 4 for comparison. The solid circles represent values for

orbhorhombic system, and open circles represent vaines for hexagonal systems. Ionic

radiigiven by ESPinosa (25) were used to calculate the tolerance factors. The ionic

-logPoz
totm )

ErMnOa

5.40

5.40

(562)
(460)
(387)

Thinn08

_AG*
(kJ/mon

7.95

80N

72.1

75.0

73.9.

60.45
50.9.

7.80

7.90

52.3

(537)

51.3

51.9d
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Phase Equilibrium in the System Ln-I^fri"O at 1100'C DC, Ln=ET and Tm

radiiforEr andTm are 1.276A

and 1,271Afrom 12. coordinated

garnet, respectively, and the ionic

radius of 02~ wastaken to be 1.40

A. The crystalstructursofErMn03

andTmMnOaare hexagonal. Thus,

it maybeproblematic toadapt

tolerance factors based upon the

orthorh. ombic perovskite structure

to both hexagonal oxides. Ascai, Fig. 4

he'seelLin Fig. 4, the Gibbs energy Fig, 4. The relationshipbetweenthe AGOvalueofthereaetion, inLn20s+MnO+
change of the reactonwasnearly V402=kithOs, and the tolerance footorto. Solid circles indicate previousvalueB

proportional to the tolerance factor for orthorhomhiusy8tema, andopencirrlesrepreaentpreviousvaluesforhexagonal
systems. 'The Drenchingleg are the presentvalues of ETMn03andT^In03. Thesefor a perovskite structure. The

values of jar and Tm are well fitted vinegareweU. fitted tofuhexagonailme

to the equation, AGO(hexa) = -5,885X102 t + 4,908X102 that was presented by

Kitayam. a at a1. (12), This is shown by a dotted line, and AGO(ortho) vs. tolerance

filetor (t)is shown by a solid line in Fig. 4.

90

;-I

80

Q 70E

o 60
<

:^

IDLn203+Mn0+ 1140g=LiinnOj

50

40

Y

Orma. Tb
o. 0' HODy
LU Er

3.4. The Ginbs energy change of the phase transition

So far, in the series of the Ln. MD. O system, the reaction, 1/2 Ln20s + Min0 + 1/4 02

Ln^In08, has been found to be common. We have obtained two such reactions,

namely:

0.91

EU

0.92

Gd
Sin

.

ET

Nd

La

co LnMnOa(ortho) AGO(orbho)1/2 Ln203 + Min0 + 1/4 02

@ LnMn03(hexa) AGO(hexa)1/2 Ln20a + Mn. 0 + 1/4 02

Here, LnMn03(ortho) and LnMn. 03(hexa) and AGO(6rtho) andAGO(hexa) denote the

manganite of orbhorhombic and hexagonal crystal LnMn03 and the Gibbs energy

changes of reactions O and @, respectively*

Deducting equation @ from O, we find equation O:

@ LnMnO^(hexa) =LnMnO, (., rho) AG"(3)= AGO(orbho)-AGO(hexa)

This equation shows the transition from the hexagonal to the orthorho, ,. bic eyete, ,a*

Here, AGO(3) is the Gibbs energy change of reaction (3), that is, the Gibbs energy

change of the transition from the hexagonal to the orbhbrhombicsystem.

0.93

tolerance factor(t)

0.94 0.95

9
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_ Assuming that the AG'(ortho) ofErMnOa and TmMn. 03 can be extrapolated by the

equation, AGO(orbh0) = -1.518X 103t + 1.352X 103(from La to Tb), we can obtain A

Go(3) for the above manganites by calculation. The results are tabi, .lated in Table 5.

Table 5 Estimated AGO(trans)ncJmol~IvaluesforEr^^in03 and TmMn03

LnMnOa

ETLfoOs

Tm^fu08

The A Go (trans) values for ErMn03 and TmMnOa are 3.2 and 5.2 kJmol. I,

respectively. So, these reactions do not take place in the hexagonal to orbhorhombic

direction at 1100*::. This meansthatphysicalenergy (for example PAV) is needed in

order for the reaction O to take place from left to right. That is, if a volume change

(AV) were to be found, from the hexagonal system to the orbhorhon"bic system of

ErMn03 and TmMnOa, the pressure (P) could be estimated and ascertained by a high

pressure apparatus.

. Extrapolated values calculated from the generalequation for orLhorhombic
I, nMnOa.

t

0.928

0.921

-AGO(hexa)
52.3

,

51.3

- AGO(orcho)*

4. Conclusion

D Phase equilibriainthesystemLn. MD. 0 (Ln =ErandTm) at 1100t::

were established under an o>qi'gen partial pressure ranging from O to - 12.00 in

log(Poofatm).

2) Under the present experimental conditions, the Ln20a, MnO, MD304, and LnMnOs

phases are stable in both systems.

3) MDO, ErMn03, and TinMnOa have non. stoichiometric composition. However,

MDS04 is stoichiometric. The ranges of non. stoichiometry for both ErMnOs and

TmMnOs are very small.

4) The lattice consta. I"ts of quenched ErMn03, and of TmMnOswere determined and

compared with previous values. The values we obtained are notin agreement with the

previous values.

5) The standard Gibbs energies of the reactions found in the diagram were calculated

with the Drygenpartialpressure in equlibriun^ with three solid phases.

6) AGO values for the reaction, 1/2 I'D20s + M'n0 + 1/4 02 = LnMnOs, for hexagaonal

ETMnOs and Tn, Minos, fitthe hnear equation ofthe tolerance factor (t) VB, AGO

AGO(hexa) = -6,426X102t + 5,406X 102.

7) The Gibbe energy changes of the transition, ErMn. 08(hexa) = ErMnOs(ortho) aria

49.1

46.1.

AGO(trans)
3.2

5.2

10
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TmMn03(hexa) and TmMnOs(ortho), were determined as 3.2 and 5.2 kJmol~', under

assumption that the AGO(orbho) value equation for ErMnOs and TmLlnOa was

applicable .
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